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A BETTER WAY

Founder’s Letter:
Navigating a Time of
Great Change
As human beings, our constant aim in life is to make
everything go right on the outside, to arrange the chess
board exactly as we want it. When we succeed, we
believe our ego’s empty stomach has temporarily been
filled. When we don’t, we nurse grievances.
Yet surely life has taught us that this is a fool’s errand. The
very circumstances we try so hard to tame are beyond our
control. This fact is being powerfully brought home to all
of us now, as we face the coronavirus pandemic. It’s as if
a tsunami is washing through our communities, and while
we hoped that we were far enough from the shore that it
wouldn’t reach us, we can see the water now coming up
our own streets.
In the face of it, our minds need to do what they always
should do, even in times when we are hanging onto the
illusion of control: They need to divide into two different
parts. One part of us needs to attend to dealing with the
tsunami, which means responding in whatever ways the
experts and our personal guidance deem responsible,
prudent, and helpful. And the other part of us needs
to rest in a peace that can never be shaken, because it
towers so high above this world that no waves could ever
come close to it. The Course says, “There is an ancient
peace you carry in your heart and have not lost” (W164.4:2). We can settle into that place and take refuge
there.
These two parts, however, need not be separate from
each other. The famous Text section “I Need Do Nothing”
(T-22.VII) paints a picture in which they are integrated. In
this picture, our minds are constantly resting in the eye of
the hurricane (to switch the metaphor), the quiet center
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in which all is at peace, in which we do nothing. This quiet
center then becomes the very source of our actions out
there in the storm. From this center, we will be sent on
busy doings in which we “use the body sinlessly” (T-22.
VII.10:7) to uplift those who are caught in the storm. And
while we are doing that, this same quiet center will give
us “rest in the midst of every busy doing on which [we]
are sent” (T-22.VII.10:6). Thus, the quiet center will guide
us and it will rest us, even while we don our raincoats and
move about in the storm’s “raging activity” (T-22.VII.10:5).
We don’t have to be inwardly shaken by the tsunami.
Things don’t have to go exactly as we want on the
outside. We don’t have to be in control of everything. We
can remain rooted in a peace beyond this world, and that
peace can guide us and rest us, as we face the current
storm.
With love,
Robert Perry
Founder
Circle of Atonement
P.S. I have also written a piece that applies guidance
Helen Schucman received about whether Bill should get
a flu shot to the issue of the coronavirus. The benefit of
this guidance is that we get to see what the author of the
Course would say about a somewhat similar situation. If
you are interested in reading that piece, or watching our
recent Sunday Gathering on coronavirus response, you
can find both at circleofa.org/coronavirus.
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Editor’s Letter:
A Season of Rebirth
Welcome to our new and improved A Better Way. The
first issue of A Better Way was published in October of
1991 as a hardcopy newsletter. It was discontinued after
the 140th edition in April/May of 2017. During this season
of resurrection, we felt it would be the perfect time for
A Better Way’s rebirth as a digital publication. We are
excited to offer issue #141 to our readers and hope it will
enhance your study and practice of A Course in Miracles.
Each issue will have a featured article and a few
additional articles. It will contain organizational updates,
upcoming events, Course Companions news, podcast
highlights, bookstore products, and an events calendar.
We will also include a mailbox where we invite reader
comments, and a Q&A section.
The featured article in this issue is “The Fifty Miracle
Principles” by Robert Perry. Have you found these
principles difficult to understand or lacking in clarity, yet
know somehow they are very important? I feel certain
you will find this article enlightening and helpful in
deepening your understanding. It is especially effective
when used as an aid while studying the principles. These
principles are, after all, the very foundation of the Course.
When I agreed to assist in this project, I wasn’t quite
prepared for the technological learning curve. Not being a
“techie”, I am particularly appreciative of Danielle Scruton,
Community Manager for the Circle, for her instruction
and patience. We appreciate your patience as well as we
launch and continue to refine and improve each issue.
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The Easter season brings renewed life and growth, and
new beginnings. As we journey through this sacred
season, may we all experience the Christ reborn in us.
There is such a sense of hope and promise. And Jesus’
promise is that we will all go home. We go together, you
and I.
With love and blessings,
Janet Chandler
Project Manager
Circle Certified Teacher

A BETTER WAY

The Fifty Miracle
Principles: The
Foundation that Jesus
Laid for His Course
by Robert Perry
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ou pick up this strange
book called A Course
in Miracles. How, you
wonder, can a book
teach you to perform
miracles? Then you open the cover
and find, to your relief, that the very
first section contains fifty miracle
principles. Surely these principles will
clarify something about the miracles
this book is going to teach you.
These principles are obviously meant
to lay a foundation that will set you
up for whatever this “course” is.

Y

But as you dive into reading the
principles, you discover that they
are frustratingly cryptic. Each one
whizzes by without elaboration, to
be followed by the next puzzling
principle and the next. You thus
reach the end of this section slightly
disoriented and with little or no
clarity about what these miracles
are. And so you resign yourself to
hoping that perhaps other, more
experienced students can clue you in.
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This is the situation that most
of us have been in. We sense
the fifty miracle principles are
important, even foundational, but
we end up distancing ourselves
from the section. It just seems too
impenetrable. And in this vacuum, we
have relied on what everyone around
us has said, that miracles are “shifts
in perception.”
As many of us now know, however,
the situation was different in
the original dictation that Helen
Schucman received. The miracle
principles were not all squeezed into
one 1300-word section. They were
scattered over approximately 20,000
words of teaching. This extra material
contained both elaboration on the
principles and real-life examples
of the principles. Thus, in their
original context, they were the very
foundation they were meant to be.
We need this foundation. It’s as if
the author, at the beginning of his
course, grabbed us by the shoulders
and pointed us in the right direction.
“There,” he said. “That’s where you’re
heading.” In the absence of this clear
direction, we have been wandering
all over the place.
Recently, I did a study of the miracle
principles as they appear in the
Completed and Annotated Edition,
which presents them within as much
of their original context as possible.

Forty-eight of the fifty
principles came together on a
single clear idea: that miracles
are “expressions of love.”
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What did I find? I found that fortyeight of the fifty principles came
together on a single clear idea: that
miracles are “expressions of love,”
a term Jesus used seven times to
describe miracles. They, in other
words, are interpersonal acts of
love. The idea that they are about an
internal shift in perception is present,
but in only two of the principles (37
and 50). And even there, the concept
is slightly different from the usual
idea. Rather than miracles being
shifts in perception, they are internal
catalysts from Jesus that bring about
shifts in perceptions.
In honor of the foundational
importance of the fifty miracle
principles, I have tried to clarify and
summarize all of them here. I first
rewrote each principle in such a way
as to, as best I could, make clear
its real intent based on its original
context. (Note that if I include a
quote from the principle itself, I
don’t provide a reference—since it
is obvious where it’s from—but if I
quote from outside of the principle, I
do give the reference.)
Then I arranged the principles
into fifteen categories and wrote
a summary of each category. This
means that the principles are
presented not according to their
numerical order, but according to
which category they fit best in. I
then introduced the entire collection
with an overall definition of the
miracle based on all the categories.
Please note that this is a definition
of the main meaning of miracles as
“expressions of love.” If you want a
definition of the more familiar kind of
miracle, you can flip to the end and
see my summary under “the internal
miracle.”
The miracle principles I’ve
summarized here are from the
Complete and Annotated Edition.
They differ slightly from the fifty
principles in the Foundation for
Inner Peace Edition. They also
differ slightly from the forty-three
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principles in the Urtext and the
fifty-three principles in the “Original
Edition” published by the Course
in Miracles Society. In selecting
which statements to regard as
miracle principles, we followed
the convention one can see on
Helen’s notebook pages, in which a
miracle principle was a statement
directly about miracles that was the
beginning of a paragraph, usually
with a blank line preceding it. Using
this method, we arrived at an even
fifty principles.
As you read the summaries that
follow, I ask you to open your mind to
the idea that the content expressed
here (allowing for any shortcomings
in my interpretation) is something like
the foundation that Jesus was trying
to give his students with his miracle
principles. These principles were
his attempt to explain his curious
title—A Course in Miracles—and to
properly set students up for the
course that would follow. They were
his attempt to say, “Here, this is what
I am going to teach you.”
At the end, I encourage you to ask
yourself the following question: “How
does this affect my perception of A
Course in Miracles?”

These principles were Jesus’
attempt to explain his curious
title – A Course in Miracles –
and to properly set students
up for the course that would
follow.
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Overall definition
Miracles are expressions of love—one
person expressing love to another.
To give miracles, then, you must
have love in you. You must have a
perception of those on the receiving
end as having inestimable worth and
as being your equal. Your miracle
honors the holiness and perfection
that God created in them. This will
heal them, restoring their sense of
wholeness and even healing their
body. And you, as the giver, will
gain in love and strength as well.
Your miracles will heal individuals in
distant places, allow groups you are
part of to smoothly cooperate, and
ultimately bring closer the day when
everyone will reunite in Heaven. You
should devote every day to giving
miracles, for that is what time is for.

Miracles as expressions of
love and forgiveness
Miracles are “expressions of love,”
in which one person communicates
love to another. It is the love and
forgiveness within the miracle that
is the real healing agent. This love
and forgiveness, once accepted into
yourself, naturally wants to extend
outward and shine away the darkness
in others.
3. Miracles are “expressions of
love”—one person expressing love
to another. “The real miracle is the
love that inspires them.” This means
that all expressions of love—even
everyday ones—are miracles.
22. When you accept God’s
forgiveness into yourself, its light in
you looks out and cannot tolerate
the idea that others remain in an
unforgiven state. So the forgiveness
in you naturally expresses itself in the
form of giving forgiveness to them
and thus shining away the darkness
in them. Through this, you reaffirm
your own initial acceptance of God’s
forgiveness.
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The inner content vs. the
outer form
What matters is not the behavior
that expresses the love, or even the
spectacular outer result that will
sometimes take place. Miracles are
not about performing feats of empty
magic or dazzling onlookers into
suddenly believing. They are about
the love that passes from one person
to another.
2. The outer expression is ultimately
unimportant. It is just the wrapping
for the gift. What matters is the love
that is being expressed, “and this is far
beyond human evaluation” (T-1.3.2:4).
10. A miracle is not about producing
a flashy spectacle to make skeptical
people suddenly believe. It is really
about the love that passes from one
believer in the power of God’s love to
another believer.
14. Miracles arise from a genuine
conviction in the truth of love, which
is why they inspire conviction in
others. Without that conviction,
the miracle worker is essentially
performing a feat of magic, not
because he really believes in
anything; he merely believes in
his own magical powers. This is a
pointless use of the mind.

A gift from those who are
currently more in touch with
love
A miracle worker has opened up in
himself a deep well of love, the very
thing the miracle receiver currently
lacks. The miracle is a gift, then, that
lets the receiver share in the inner
abundance of the giver. This, for
example, is precisely what parenting
should be. It should be miracle
working.
7. A miracle heals the receiver. It
supplies him with the love he lacks,
being given by one who is currently
more in touch with that love.
40. Parenting should be miracle
working: an endless series of
expressions of love. This is how
parents can give of their greater
abundance and help their child share
that abundance. When they do not do
that, their child’s perception becomes
distorted, and this causes a tear in the
fabric of the entire family of God.

Miracles as a natural
expression of the love in you
The love that is the truth in you
naturally wants to express through
you. Your job is to let it do this so
habitually and effortlessly that it
becomes involuntary. To force the love
to flow only to your favorite recipients
goes against the very nature of love.
4. Expressing love needs to become
an involuntary habit. There is a
universal love in you that you must
allow to express freely. If you decide
where to direct that love, you will
naturally funnel it toward your favorite
recipients. This so goes against
the very nature of love that it “may
destroy” your miracle-working talent.
5. “Miracles are natural” because
universal love is your nature.
Expressing love, therefore, is the most
natural thing in this unnatural world.
Not doing it means you have lost
touch with who you are.
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The right-mindedness that
leads to miracle giving
You have a right to perform miracles,
but first you must allow your
thoughts to be purified. You must
accept love from your Creator, so
you can give it to others. You must
become aware of the Christ within
and open the spiritual eye in you,
which sees the truth in others and
sees that their errors are unreal.
6. You have a right to perform
miracles. Everyone does. But first,
you need to purify your thoughts,
for miracles are the expression of
purified thought (otherwise known
as love).
11. Prayer is what makes miracles
possible. In prayer, you enter into
communion with your Creator and
receive His love. And this supplies
the love that you express through
miracles.
38. “The spiritual eye is the
mechanism of miracles”—the agency
that produces them. This is because
the content of miracles is true seeing,
which is exactly what the spiritual
eye does. The spiritual eye is a faculty
in you that sees the truth regardless
of appearances.
39. The spiritual eye generates
miracles because it correctly sees
that the error in the receiver is false,
or unreal. This dispels that error
in the same way that light dispels
darkness.

At the heart of the miracle
is a loving perception of the
receiver.
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45. The miracle is the outer
expression of a deeply spiritual inner
awareness—an “awareness of Christ
and acceptance of His Atonement.”
This places us in a state of grace,
through which we then become
effortlessly gracious, so that we
welcome in the stranger and consider
him to be our dear brother.

The perceptual content of
the miracle
At the heart of the miracle is a loving
perception of the receiver. This
perception overlooks the receiver’s
body completely, seeing only his
wholeness and his inestimable
value, along with your own. It sees
the universal mark of God in him,
recognizing him as your long-lost
brother. This perception is what heals
him.
17. When you give a miracle, for
a moment you forget the other
person’s body. Your perception shifts
away from the body into the realm
of the invisible. That is why a miracle
heals, because it was the recipient’s
identification with the body that
made him sick.
18. A miracle “is the maximal service
one person can render another.”
The inner content of the miracle is
your recognition of your neighbor’s
inestimable value and your own. A
miracle “is thus a way of loving your
neighbor as yourself.”
41. At the heart of the miracle is a
perception that the receiver bears
the universal mark of God and is thus
your long-lost brother in the family of
God, as is everyone.
42. “The perceptual content” of
any miracle you give is a vision of
the wholeness of the receiver. The
receiver may see himself as deeply
lacking inside, but your perception of
his inner abundance heals his “faulty
perception of lack.”
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Honoring the holiness and
perfection in the receiver

The healing effect on the
receiver

Because of the loving perception at
its heart, the miracle involves a deep
honoring of the receiver. It honors
the holiness and perfection that
God created in him. It thus implicitly
praises the Creator of that perfection
and, at the same time, releases the
receiver from his “nightmares about
himself” (T-1.33.2:2).

Because the miracle worker forgives
the receiver, seeing only the spirit in
him, it awakens this same awareness
in the receiver. It raises him into the
sphere of celestial order, in which he
is already perfect. There, he comes
face to face with his true holiness. He
is released “from his misplaced sense
of isolation, deprivation, and lack” (T1.43.1:1). His body is healed. His past
is wiped away. And he steps forward
into a new future, in which he now
becomes a miracle worker himself.

30. By giving miracles, you are
implicitly praising God. You are
affirming the divine perfection He
created in the miracle receiver. In
other words, you are praising the
Creator by acclaiming His handiwork.
31. Miracles, even at their most
remarkable, “should inspire gratitude,
not awe.” The miracle worker is
simply honoring the holiness that
God placed in the miracle receiver.
The receiver should be grateful to
him, but God is the One to Whom
this gratitude is ultimately due.
33. The miracle receiver has allowed
his mind to be possessed by “evil
thoughts” (T-1.33.3:3) and, as a result,
he is plagued with “nightmares
about himself” (T-1.33.2:2). The
miracle worker sees past all this to
something genuinely lovable in him.
The miracle he gives is an act of
truly honoring the receiver, and this
frees him from his inner demons and
restores him to his right mind.

A miracle reawakens in the
receiver the awareness that his
real identity lies in his spirit,
not his body.
10

13. A miracle leads to rebirth. It
wipes away the past and thus puts
the receiver back in touch with his
original birth—his creation by God.
Being thus reborn, he steps forward
into a new future, one that has been
released from endless repetition of
the past.
21. A miracle reawakens in the
receiver the awareness that his real
identity lies in his spirit, not his body.
This awareness is what heals him.
26. The miracle receiver has
confused the levels. He has taken
the reality, identity, and happiness
that belong to the spiritual level
and assigned those qualities to the
physical level. That is why he is sick.
By seeing him as spirit, not body,
the miracle worker rearranges things
in the receiver’s mind, placing “the
levels in their true perspective.” And
this healing of the receiver’s basic
perspective on life heals all forms of
sickness in him.
32. The miracle receiver is split off
from his own holiness. That holiness
wants to be known to him, needs to
be known to him, but cannot of itself
make that happen. Christ, therefore,
must intercede on its behalf. He
inspires the miracle worker to give
this person a miracle, and this puts
the receiver back in touch with his
inherent holiness. It thereby raises
“him into the sphere of celestial
order,” in which he is already perfect.
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34. The miracle forgives the receiver,
restoring him to the fullness of spirit
and filling him with strength. He
now feels perfectly protected, for
there are no gaps or cracks in his
wholeness where threat could enter
in. And having been released, he now
joins the plan to release all others.
43. Miracles affirm that the receiver’s
true condition is a state of Sonship,
which implies that he is complete and
whole, an indispensable member of
the family of God. This affirmation
carries so much power that it releases
him “from his misplaced sense of
isolation, deprivation, and lack.”

Miracles as a power not
of this world, which can
overturn the laws of this
world
Miracles carry the power of love, and
love is not of this world. Its power
is always maximal. Therefore, it can
heal any problem, any sickness, and
any misperception with equal ease.
It can reverse the taxing laws of this
world and thus can heal the sick and
even raise the dead. It can heal these
things because our thought made
them, and our thought can abolish
them.

1. “There is no order of difficulty
among” miracles, which means that
they can heal all problems with equal
ease. Why? Because love is the power
within miracles, and love is always at
full power. Every expression of it is
maximal.
12. Miracles are the expression of
thought (the thought of love), and
thought is so powerful that it makes
the physical realm and creates the
spiritual realm.
20. Miracles do not rest on the laws of
time. They are a case in which the laws
of a different order—eternity—come in
and overturn the depleting laws of this
world.
23. It seems as if “time and tide wait
for no man” and that “In this world
nothing can be said to be certain,
except death and taxes” (Jesus points
out that “tax” also means “strain”). Yet
miracles can overturn even the most
seemingly immovable conditions in
this world, because we made those
conditions ourselves and can therefore
abolish them.
49. Since the miracle possesses a
power not of this world, it is able to
heal misperceptions in the receiver
no matter what kind they are or how
extreme they are. Miracles are selective,
in a sense, in that you are guided to
give them to those who will accept and
use them. But in regard to the size of
the problems they are directed toward,
they are completely indiscriminate.

Gain for the giver as well
Do not think that when you give a
miracle, you have lost or sacrificed.
A miracle defies physical laws in the
sense that you, the giver, gain as well.
You and the receiver experience a
shared recognition of equality and
mutual worth. This shortens your
journey (along with the receiver’s
journey). It brings more love to you. It
increases your reservoir of strength.
And it allows you to perceive clearly,
seeing “the truth as God created it”
(T-1.36.2:2).
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8. Miracles are an exchange, in the
sense that the giver doesn’t just
give something away, but receives
something in return. This reverses
physical laws, for according to them,
when you give something away, you
have lost it.
9. A miracle reverses the physical
order because it is not just the
recipient who gains; the giver gains
as well. Both of them come away
with more love.
16. Miracles supply the lack of
strength in the receiver and, at the
same time, increase the reserve of
strength in the giver. They thus prove
“that it is as blessed to give as to
receive.” They are powerful devices
for teaching this key truth.
36. Given that miracles contain
right thinking, they also promote
right thinking and clear sight in the
giver. Expressing love enables you
to accurately see the boundaries
between yourself and others and
the boundaries in your own mind.
And it enables you to see past the
boundaries, perceiving “the truth as
God created it” (T-1.36.2:2). It puts
everything in true perspective for
you, showing you that bodies are
inconsequential and that spirit is all
that really matters.
47. A miracle “lessens the need
for time.” It sparks a moment in
which the doer and receiver share
in the recognition of their mutual
equality, holiness, and worth. It thus
“introduces an interval from which
the doer and the receiver both
emerge much farther along in time
than they would otherwise have
been” (T-1.47.2:3).

Miracles—expressions of love—are
what make real cooperation possible.
12

The larger effects of miracles
Miracles have effects far beyond the
immediate interaction of giver and
receiver. They make cooperation
possible, and with it, collective
accomplishment. Each one releases
multiple people, establishing “an
interlocking chain of forgiveness”
(T-1.24.1:1). They heal people at a
distance, both when the miracle
seemed wasted on the receiver
and when the miracle was never
expressed in the first place. They
collapse time and thus bring closer
the day when all minds will unite in
Christ, and time will be over.
19. Miracles—expressions of love—are
what make real cooperation possible.
And cooperation is what, in turn,
makes collective accomplishment
possible. Miracle-based collaboration
will ultimately culminate in the
uniting of all minds in Christ.
24. Each miracle releases multiple
people, who will, in turn, release yet
more. And this release ripples into
the past and future as well. In this
way, miracles will eventually form
“an interlocking chain of forgiveness”
that will cover literally everyone. That
chain, when fully completed, is the
Atonement.
44. “Miracles arise from a miraculous
state of mind.” This state is so
miraculous that it can do miracles
on its own, in the absence of any
behavioral expression. It can go out
to literally anyone, no matter how far
away, “even without the awareness of
the miracle worker himself.”
46. Do not think that a miracle you
do that seems to have no effect is
lost. Quite the contrary, “It touches
many people you may not even
know, and sometimes produces
undreamed-of changes in forces of
which you are not even aware.”
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48. “The miracle is the only device
which you have at your immediate
disposal” for collapsing time. The
miracle worker therefore uses this
device gladly, knowing “that every
collapse of time brings everyone
closer to the ultimate release from
time, in which the Son and the Father
are one” (T-1.48.4:3).

The miracle worker as a link
in a greater plan
Your role may seem ineffectual and
your expressions of love may appear
insignificant. But by doing them,
you serve the spirit. You become
an essential link in a chain whose
purpose is the liberation of all God’s
creations.
27. The miracle you give ultimately
came to you from God through
Jesus, on its way to passing through
you. You, then, form an essential link
in a chain that is ultimately aimed
at releasing everyone. Acting as this
link is a privilege and also a need, for
your soul “cannot rest until everyone
has found salvation.”
35. Simply through giving
expressions of love, you serve the
spirit and unite with Christ for the
liberation of all God’s creations.

Each day should be devoted
to giving miracles. The whole
reason time was made was so
that you could do something
truly productive with it.
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Making your day about
miracle giving
You should devote each day to giving
miracles. This is how you can learn
the lessons that time was made to
help you learn. To do this, though,
you need to let Jesus guide you
through the minutiae of your day so
that you can be there at the moment
people need you.
15. Each day should be devoted to
giving miracles. The whole reason
time was made was so that you
could do something truly productive
with it. This is how you remember
your real creativity, which lies in
Heaven. All time is therefore “lesson
time”—it is there so you can learn.
It will cease when you no longer
require it for learning.
25. It is essential to not waste time
by getting through the minutiae
of the day in your way. Let Jesus’
guidance speed you through it, so
that you are available when he calls
on you. “Miracles depend on timing,”
because, as we all know, people need
you when they need you.
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Revelation and miracles

The internal miracle

Revelation is the direct experience of
God. A miracle is an interpersonal act
of love. Right now, the impulses for
both—revelation and miracles—try to
enter your mind, but become blocked
or distorted. Giving miracles heals
this condition, allowing your mind to
become a harmoniously functioning
whole again. Miracles free your
mind from fear and thus open you
to the state that transcends all fear:
revelation.

Miracles are not just something
you give to others. They are also
something that Jesus gives to your
own mind. They act as catalysts
that break up erroneous perception
and heal it. They heal your levelconfusion, putting body and spirit
into their proper perspective for
you. To avail yourself of them, you
must be willing to compare your
misperceptions to the one reality of
perfect love.

28. Right now, your mind is a field
of conflict. Impulses from the
superconscious want to enter the
conscious mind and pull you into
revelation (experiences of oneness
with God), while impulses from the
deeper subconscious mind want
to enter consciousness and inspire
you to give miracles to others. But
these impulses typically become
blocked as well as distorted. The
way to restore psychic unity is
to give miracles. They are a way
of “organizing different levels of
awareness”—a way of forming the
different levels into a harmoniously
functioning organic whole.

37. A miracle is a catalyst that Jesus
introduces into the mind to correct
“erroneous perception.” It breaks
that perception up and then snaps
it properly into place. This heals
perception and opens up awareness
of the divine order.

29. Through doing miracles, you earn
release from fear, and this prepares
your mind to enter into revelation,
a state that is utterly free of fear.
“Miracles are thus a means, and
revelations are an end” (T-1.29.2:2).
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50. The miracle heals our
misperceptions when we are willing
to compare them with “the higher
level of creation.” For example, if we
compare our fear with true creation’s
perfect love, we will come to two
conclusions: first, that our fear has
cast perfect love out of our minds;
second, that our fear is unreal, since
“Only perfect love really exists” (T1.50.2:6).

A BETTER WAY

Search Engine
Optimization (SEO)
Project Update
F

riends,

As you may know, over
the past few years
we’ve experienced a
curious and disturbing
downward trend in visits to the
Circle’s website, circleofa.org. To
discover the cause and help resolve
this issue, last fall we requested
$2,500 in donations to hire a

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
consultant. We were thrilled – and a
little amazed – to receive $5,915!
In this letter I would like to provide
a brief update on how these funds
have been spent, what has been
the result, and where we plan to go
from here. The format below follows
the three-phase plan we’ve used to
implement this project.

The Circle’s website was redesigned and relaunched in the Spring of 2019.
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Phase One: Research &
Keyword Population
We did indeed hire an SEO
consultant who began by performing
a comprehensive analysis on the
Circle’s website. Most notably, we
learned that search engines rely on
keywords, and our site – including
the 500+ articles in our online
library – did not have keywords
populated at all. Thanks to our
volunteer coordinator Jacqueline
Ramsey and the invaluable help of
volunteers Sandra Rocafort and
Lianne Christian, we have completed
this phase.

Phase Two: Content
Development
From our initial research, we also
learned that the most popular aspect
of the Circle’s site is the free content.
This wasn’t surprising, of course, but
it did renew our focus on developing
and distributing more of this content
than we ever have before. Here are a
few highlights:
•

•

•

•
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We have added a “What is A
Course in Miracles?” page to the
Circle’s website to reach those
who enter this exact phrase in
search engines. (This page can
be found here or at the top of our
site under “The Course.”)
Under the “Resources” tab
on the site, we have added
Allen Watson’s Workbook
Commentaries, a Glossary of
Course Terms, 780 social media
shareables, and we are updating
the blog more frequently.
We have relaunched Circle News
as a weekly newsletter that
includes links to our free podcast,
Exploring A Course in Miracles,
and we continue to post new
episodes of the podcast every
other week.
We have relaunched A Better Way
as a bimonthly newsletter, which
you’re reading right now!

•

•

We have added a search bar to
the homepage that allows visitors
to search the entire site from one
location.
Finally, Robert and I are launching
a new series of 3-5 minute videos
we’re calling Circle Shorts that will
expand on the restored Text in the
Complete Edition.

Our hope is that these efforts will
not only serve the needs of our
current student community, but,
together, they will also create enough
momentum to ensure that students
who are unfamiliar with the Circle
can find us as well.

Phase Three: Paid Traffic
While the first two phases of the SEO
project are designed to organically
attract new visitors to our site, the
third phase is purchasing traffic
through Facebook and Google
advertising. As I write, we are just
beginning this process and I’ll report
more once we start to measure the
effect of these campaigns.
As you can see, there has been a
lot of movement to help circleofa.
org rank higher in searches related
to A Course in Miracles. Despite our
hard work, however, this remains
a challenge. We’ve been lingering
between page 7 and page 9 on
Google for weeks now, which means
we are still lost in what is essentially
website wilderness.
Even so, we believe the Course when
it says that no effort is wasted, and
we will continue to work diligently
to achieve our goal. If you donated
to the SEO project, please accept
our sincerest and warmest thanks
for your support. It’s clear we have
a long way to go, but we certainly
wouldn’t have made it this far
without you.
Love,
Emily Bennington
Executive Director
Circle of Atonement

A BETTER WAY

Gift of Miracles Update
Last November, we announced
our donor match campaign, Gift of
Miracles, where we asked our Circle
community to donate copies of the
Complete and Annotated Edition of
A Course in Miracles to those in need.
We are so happy to report that we
met our goal of 100 book donations
in less than two weeks! Because of
your generosity, more students now
can deepen their practice of the
Course with the Complete Edition.
As of this writing, we still have
donated copies of the Complete
Edition that we would love to send
to students who cannot otherwise
purchase one due to financial
hardship. If you or someone you
know would like to receive one,
please contact Cindy Lantier at
info@circleofa.org.
Thank you again for your continued
support and for helping us share A
Course in Miracles with the world.
Below are just a few of the notes of
gratitude we received from students
upon receipt of their new books.
I want to thank all of you for the
Complete and Annotated Edition
(CE) of ACIM. I am very grateful
for the book. Thank you to all my
brothers for making it possible
for me to have the book. It will be
treasured and read for many years
to come then passed on to another.
God’s Love. Blessings to all of you.
Gratefully yours,
Sissy S.
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Thank you and whoever my donor
was, very much, for sending me A
Course in Miracles (CE).
I do have an ACIM book that I got
back in 2000, but I knew that I really
wanted this new edition that you
have published. I have looked at it
some and gotten a little familiar with
the new book.
Wow.... that was a lot of work. Great
job.
David W.

Thank you, thank you! This edition is
giving me so much insight into the
Course, as lived by Helen, Bill, and
their loved ones.
Carol

Thank you very much to my donor
for making Miracles happen! Your
gift of Love will be passed on and on
through my hands through His.
Love,
Karen

A BETTER WAY

Course Companions News
Sunday Gatherings Begin!
About Course Companions
If you would like to begin or recommit to a Course practice, we would
love to support your journey in our Course Companions online learning
community. As a member of Course Companions, you will receive:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Text, Workbook, and / or Manual commentaries delivered to your
inbox each morning by 5:30am local time, regardless of where you
live in the world. These commentaries are written by Robery Perry
to help you better understand Course teachings and deepen your
application of the material.
A reading plan that will walk you through the Text in one year. All
you have to do is stick to the schedule provided and you’ll complete
the entire Text in 12 months by reading just 2-3 pages per day.
Access to a beautiful membership site where all of your
commentaries, class recordings, and handouts are stored in one
place for easy reference.
Weekly classes led by Robert Perry and Emily Bennington offering
both traditional instruction and facilitated discussion. Workbook
classes are offered on Tuesdays 11 a.m. Eastern and Text classes are
offered on Wednesdays at 11 a.m. Eastern. If you cannot attend live,
classes are recorded and archived in the membership site for your
convenience.
A private Facebook group where you can interact with fellow
Course Companions in a loving and safe space.
Sunday Gatherings where we join together for a time of Coursebased practice, prayer, meditation and discussion. Gatherings are
held on the 2nd and 4th Sunday of each month from 11 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Eastern.

To become a member of Course Companions, please visit
CourseCompanions.com.
Thanks to our generous donor community, no one is turned away from
Course Companions for an inability to pay. For information on full or
partial scholarships, please email support@coursecompanions.com.
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In January of this year, we started
bi-weekly Sunday Gatherings as
part of our Course Companions
programming. Sunday Gatherings
were launched as a direct response
to the many requests we’ve received
over the past two years to build
a greater sense of community
among Course Companions. These
gatherings are also a way for Course
students who miss the ritual of
church to have a time of connection
and prayer that is our own.
Here is a testimonial from one of our
Companions.
“Thank you so much Emily and Robert
for this beautiful gathering. Joining in
His name as a group is really totally
different from studying by oneself.
I loved the topic this week and
Robert’s comments. Especially the
exercise made it so clear to me how I
can deal with asking for Spirit’s words
whenever I’m talking with someone.
During the last few minutes in our
short meditation, I felt the power of
the group-energy multiplying my own
dedication immensely. That was so
awesome. I’m looking forward to the
Sundays to come!”
Sunday Gatherings are held on the
second and fourth Sundays of each
month and are open to Course
Companions members.

A BETTER WAY

Three Habits the Course
Wants Us to Form
by Robert Perry
Exploring A Course in Miracles Podcast
Episode #14 Discussion Guide
To listen, watch, or download this episode,
please visit circleofa.org/14

orming new habits
sounds like a very
mundane issue, hardly
one we expect to see in
the pages of A Course
in Miracles, yet the Course mentions
“habit” or “habits” seventeen times.
Out of these references, a fascinating
pattern emerges of why we need
new habits, what new habits we
should form, and how we form them.
One of the most striking things is
that three habits in particular are
mentioned again and again.

F

In a recent Exploring A Course in
Miracles podcast, we highlighted
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this topic given that it has surprising
relevance for our lives and our journey
to God. The following is a reprint of the
episode discussion guide.

What is our relationship with
habits?
We probably realize that we are
ruled by the habits we have formed,
and we probably know quite well
that many of them are detrimental.
Wouldn’t it be wonderful to possess
a truly healthy and joyful set of
habits?

A BETTER WAY
THREE HABITS THE COURSE WANTS US TO FORM

Our current state
Our abilities are currently in a state
of “involuntary lack of control”
(T-1.21.2:1). Another way of saying
this is that we are controlled not by
our most conscious and deliberate
decisions but by the wrong habits.
As an example, the Course mentions
“a habit of disengagement” (T-4.
VI.9:1).

We need new habits. Why?
The simple reason we need better
habits is that the majority of our
choosing is going on in between the
choices we make deliberately, with
our best intentions.
Decisions are continuous. You
do not always know when you
are making them. But with a
little practice in the ones you
recognize, a set begins to form
which sees you through the rest.
(T-30.I.2:1-3)
This says that we are deciding
continuously, most of them time
without even realizing it. How can
we make the right decisions during
those times? We need to form a “set”
(“a mental inclination, bias, or habit; a
psychological state that predisposes
one to react a certain way to an
anticipated stimulus”), a mental
habit, that will automatically be
making those right decisions for us.

Our mind is mostly on autopilot.
The question is this: While it’s on
autopilot—which is the vast majority
of the time—who is flying the plane?

In other words, our mind is mostly on
autopilot. The question is this: While
it’s on autopilot—which is the vast
majority of the time—who is flying
the plane?

We want to make right
choices automatically and
continuously
This is why we need new habits.
If we form the right habits, those
habits can ensure that we are always
automatically deciding for God.
With them in place, the right choice
becomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“involuntary” (T-1.4.1:1)
“automatic” (W-95.5:3)
a “quick reaction” (W-194.6:2)
“Your first response…to every
situation that occurs” (T-31.III.1:3)
“ready and for any need”
(T-30.I.1:8)
“consistent” (T-3.VIII.6:3)
made “even in very little things”
(T-3.VIII.6:3)
“the rules by which you live”
(T-30.I.1:7)
“a thought that rules your mind”
(W-194.6:2)

“Habit,” then, is how we get from
specific choices for God to a mind
that is always automatically for God.
This is how we go from isolated
moments of light to a state that is a
continuous blanket of light. It’s how
we make the journey from a mind
that is “ruled by the ego” (W-66.7:3)
to one that is ruled by love.

The three habits
In the Course’s references to
habits, three habits are repeatedly
mentioned.

1. Response to temptation
Response to temptation is the
key practice, discussed in all three
volumes, in which we respond
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to a disturbance of our peace by
repeating an idea from the Course. It
is quite striking just how often Jesus
mentions that this practice should
become a habit:
•

•

•

•

It must become a habit of
response so typical of everything
you do that it becomes your first
response to all temptation. (T-31.
III.1:3)
Learn, then, the happy habit of
response to all temptation. (T-31.
IX.5:1)
You have not yet formed the habit
of using the idea as an automatic
response to temptation. (W95.5:3)
As [today’s idea] becomes a
thought that rules your mind, a
habit in your problem-solving
repertoire, a way of quick reaction
to temptation… (W-194.6:2)

2. Asking for guidance
The Course repeatedly mentions
that it wants you to form “the habit
of asking for help when and where
you can” (M-29.5:8). We see this
especially in “Rules for Decision”
(T-30.I), in which Jesus gives you
specific methods and asks you “to
make them habits now” (T-30.I.1:8),

“There are ways of treating
others in which only consistent
courtesy, even in very little
things, is offered. It is a very
healing habit to acquire.”

and these methods involve asking for
guidance all day long. We also see
this in a comment that Jesus made
to Helen and Bill, about the state we
are aiming for, in which “the habit of
asking becomes involuntary.”

3. Giving miracles
Giving miracles means giving
“expressions of love” (which miracles
are defined as six times in the Text).
An early miracle principle tells us
that “Miracles are habits and should
be involuntary” (T-1.4.1:1). After this,
the idea that miracles should be
so habitual as to be involuntary is
then referred to a number of times,
to the point where Jesus says he
has mentioned it “many times” (T-2.
IX.1:2) and “repeatedly” (T-2.XI.4:5).
What this habit looks like can be
seen in this quote: “There are ways
of treating others in which only
consistent courtesy, even in very little
things, is offered. It is a very healing
habit to acquire” (T-3.VIII.6:3-4).

“The chain of miscreation”
Interestingly, these same three
habits are precisely mirrored in
Jesus’ discourse about “the chain of
miscreation,” which is the subject of
Cameo 14 (pp. 1765-1777), in which
Jesus goes over the mistakes made
in a typical day for Helen and Bill and
then says what they could have done
instead. Here are key passages from
the end of that cameo about the
“day that Jesus is teaching Helen and
Bill to have”:
•

•
•
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We can see this day as having
three components. The first
component is policing the mind,
in the form of mind watching
and thought correction…. [This
is another way of describing
response to temptation.]
The second component is asking
for guidance….
The third component is giving
miracles….

A BETTER WAY
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In Jesus’ vision of the day, then,
Helen and Bill are meant to police the
mind even in very little things, ask for
guidance even in very little things,
and behave lovingly even in very
little things. As a result, the typical
day in which unloving thoughts and
unguided decisions lead to hurtful
actions would be replaced by a
new day, in which loving thoughts
and guided decisions would lead to
healing actions. And since the people
blessed by those actions would
presumably pass that blessing on to
others, the end result would be to
replace “the chain of miscreation”
with “an interlocking chain” of
miracles (T-1.24.1:1).
How can you police the mind, ask for
guidance, and give miracles even in
very little things? You have to have
made those three activities into
habits.

How to form the new habits:
consistent effort
Forming new habits takes effort. It
takes practice. Most of us regret the
effort involved, but the good thing is
that once a habit is firmly established,
it expresses itself effortlessly. It
becomes perfectly natural and
even automatic to act according
to the habit. So we exert effort at
the beginning, and then the habit
operates more or less effortlessly.
Forming a habit, though, takes more
than just effort. It takes consistent
effort. The Course repeats the phrase
“consistent effort” (or “efforts”) four
times, three of them in relation to
forming the new habits Jesus wants
us to form.
Another important term the Course
uses in relation to habit formation
is “overlearn.” To overlearn means
to continue to study and memorize
well past the point of initial mastery,
so that one attains automatic recall.
Again, a great deal of effort goes
in at the beginning, but then what
we’ve learned becomes automatic.
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There’s no other way. We need to
apply consistent effort to get to a
place where it’s effortless.

Do not underestimate your
power to form new habits
To dispel the doubts we have about
our power to form new habits,
Jesus points out that the habits
we have learned now—which have
produced our mind, body, and world
as we experience them—are “a giant
learning feat” (T-31.I.2:7). “But,” he
says, “you accomplished it because
you wanted to, and did not pause in
diligence to judge it hard to learn or
too complex to grasp” (T-31.I.2:8). He
continues:
No one who understands what
you have learned, how carefully
you learned it, and the pains to
which you went to practice and
repeat the lessons endlessly, in
every form you could conceive
of them, could ever doubt the
power of your learning skill. There
is no greater power in the world.
(T-31.I.3:1-2)
Let us not, then, doubt our power
to learn new habits. Quite literally,
“There is no greater power in the
world.”

Exploring A Course in Miracles is our
biweekly podcast that brings you
in-depth conversations on Course
topics from Circle Founder Robert
Perry and Executive Director Emily
Bennington. Each episode features a
complementary discussion guide as a
resource to deepen your experience
of the podcast and the Course
principles referenced. For more
information on Exploring A Course
in Miracles, please visit circleofa.org/
podcast or subscribe on iTunes.
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Q&A
Our Q&A section provides a place for questions about the Course. Is there a particular part of the Text which you
find confusing? Are you looking for clarity on certain aspects of the Course’s thought system? Are you seeking more
clarification on Course-based practice and application? Please send your questions to janet@circleofa.org and Robert
will answer them here as space allows. Note: If your question is printed, we will list your first name and last initial unless
you specifically request otherwise.

Phil F.
In the mental health field the core belief that “I am not good enough” (low self-compassion/low self-worth,
low self-forgiveness) correlates highly with low happiness/well-being and vice versa. Yet you quote the Course
as saying the core ego belief of specialness is “I am better than you.” How do you reconcile these seemingly
opposite points of view? If you can spell it out in steps that would be most helpful.

Great question! From the Course’s
standpoint, the idea that “I am better
than you”—which is what specialness
is—is the original root of the problem.
The separation started with attack—
the attempt to be above others and
even God—and that attack led to all
the negative consequences of the
separation.
A sense of low self-worth would then
be a result of that original attack.
Yes, of course, it’s a huge issue and
would naturally correlate with low
happiness. But it’s not so much the
root cause as an effect of the root
cause.
How does the feeling that one is
better than others lead to the feeling
that one has little worth? In the
Course’s view, the middle term is
guilt. You asked me to spell it out
in steps, and those steps would go
something like this:
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1.

I am better than others (I see and
put others beneath me).
2. I am guilty; I am rotten (for
striving to be better than others).
3. I am not worth anything.
4. I am now even more motivated to
have #1 (to compensate for #3).
I think the fact that #1 is more at the
root of things is shown, in part, by
the fact that it’s harder for people
to look at. Everyone can admit to
feelings of low self-esteem. But
it’s harder to look at feelings of
superiority, along with the attendant
need to dominate and control. I’ve
seen people, I believe, spend years
looking quite openly at their low selfesteem, while somehow managing to
avoid their clear need to be on top,
to have others beneath them, to be
better than. It’s just uglier and more
socially unacceptable—and thus way
more hidden.
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Another problem with believing
that low self-esteem is the root
problem is that, if it is, then we are
true victims. Others would have had
to give that feeling to us, for no one
would directly choose a sense of low
self-worth out of the blue. Only if the
root problem is our own tendency
to victimize (through putting others
beneath us) do we remain fully
responsible for our own condition.
We sought a gain (to be above)
and it backfired on us (we don’t like
ourselves).
It’s true that circumstances do
matter—we do internalize feelings
of low self-worth from how others
see and treat us. But the Course’s
response to that (see “The Essential
Goal of Therapy”—T-3.VIII) is that

we choose to internalize their
misperception of our worth in order
to punish them—by making them
appear responsible for us feeling bad
about ourselves. “This tendency,” the
Course says, “can always be regarded
as punitive” (T-3.VIII.8:7). So even in
this case, some form of attack on our
part is responsible for our feelings
of low self-worth (even if the causeand-effect chain is a bit different
than what I sketched above).
Anyway, I have no idea if any of this
will ring true for you, and I would
understand if it didn’t. But for what
it’s worth, it’s the understanding of
the Course and of people that I’ve
come to over time.

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE
AND ANNOTATED EDITION OF
A COURSE IN MIRACLES
Purchase the Complete and Annotated Edition (CE) of A Course in Miracles and receive the
following items (valued at $149) as our gift:
•

A Reading Schedule that allows you to complete the Text of A Course in Miracles in one year.

•

A three-part video series from Robert Perry, editor of the Complete and Annotated Edition.

This video series includes:
•

Video 1: The Teaching of A Course in Miracles (1 hour)

•

Video 2: The Program of A Course in Miracles (75 minutes)

•

Video 3: The Need for a New Edition of the Course and How it Was Made (45 minutes)

•

A total of six handouts that walk you through the content of each video.

For more information and to claim these bonus gifts, please visit
circleofa.org/the-course/
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Help Us Share A Course in
Miracles with the World
With your support, we serve students—regardless of location or financial
means—at every stage of their journey with the Course. Through a one-time
or recurring donation, you can help us continue to put this mission into action.
Contributions are a primary source of funding, which means your support
is a key way we can strengthen and add to our range of services, while also
continuing to provide programs and materials free of charge to those who are
not able to pay for them.
We gratefully accept any financial support you feel guided to offer towards
our mission, and we commit to informing you personally of how your
generosity is put to good use.

To contribute to this work,
please visit circleofa.org/donate.
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Bookstore Items
Visit circleofa.org/bookstore for these and other products designed to enhance your study and practice of
A Course in Miracles.
Title

Author

Price

Perry

$39.95

Watson & Perry

$24.95

Watson & Perry

$24.95

Perry

$12.95

Mackie

$15.00

Let Me Remember You: God in ACIM

Perry & Watson

$10.00

One Course, Two Visions: A Comparison of the Teachings of the Circle of
Atonement and Ken Wapnick on ACIM

Perry, Mackie &
Watson

$15.95

Path of Light: Stepping into Peace with ACIM

Perry

$21.95

Reality & Illusion: An Overview of Course Metaphysics

Perry

$14.95

Relationships as a Spiritual Journey: From Specialness to Holiness

Perry

$11.00

Return to the Heart of God: The Practical Philosophy of ACIM

Perry

$21.95

The Answer Is a Miracle

Perry & Watson

$10.98

Bringing the Course to Life: How to Unlock the Meaning of A Course in Miracles
for Yourself

Perry & Watson

$12.00

The Illuminated Text Volumes 1 through 7: Commentaries to Deepen Your
Connection with ACIM

Perry & Mackie

$16.95
each

Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Judgment but Were Too Busy
Doing It to Notice

Perry & Watson

$8.00

Watson

$6.00

Perry & Watson

$5.00

Watson

$8.50

New Student Bundle: ACIM C&AE, Glossary of Terms, Workbook Companion
Volumes 1 & 2

Watson & Perry

$82.24

Workbook Companion Bundle: Workbook Companion Volumes 1 & 2

Watson & Perry

$40.00

Illuminated Text Bundle: Illuminated Text Volumes 1 – 7

Perry & Mackie

$88.99

A Course In Miracles Complete and Annotated Edition (ACIM C&AE)
A Workbook Companion Vol. I, 2

nd

edition

A Workbook Companion Vol. II, 2nd edition
Glossary of Terms from ACIM
How Can We Forgive Murderers? And Other Answers to Questions about ACIM

Seeing the Bible Differently: How ACIM views the Bible
The Certainty of Salvation
The Journey Home
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Events Calendar
April
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1

2

3

4

5

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

11

12

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern
6

7

8

9

10

Circle News
Release
(New podcast)

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

13

14

15

16

17

Circle News
Release

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

20

21

22

23

24

Circle News
Release
(New podcast)

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

27

28

29

30

Circle News
Release

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

EASTER
Sunday Gathering
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

18

19
Webinar
Workshop:
Resurrection
1 p.m. – 3 p.m.
Eastern
Open to all but
registration
required. For
information, visit
circleofa.org/
resurrection

25

26
Sunday Gathering
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

In response to this time of great challenge, we are hosting free Text Gatherings from 10 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Eastern every weekday for the indefinite future.
To join, please visit circleofa.org/textgathering
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A BETTER WAY
EVENTS CALENDAR

May
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1

2

3

9

10

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

4

5

6

7

8

Circle News
Release
(New podcast)

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

11

12

13

14

15

Circle News
Release

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

18

19

20

21

22

Circle News
Release
(New podcast)

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

25

26

27

28

29

Circle News
Release

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Workbook Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Class
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Text Gathering
(Open to all)
10 a.m. Eastern

Sunday Gathering
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

16

17
Webinar
Workshop: What
is God?
Open to all but
registration
required. For
information, visit
circleofa.org/god

23

24
Sunday Gathering
(Course
Companions
members)
11 a.m. Eastern

30

31

In response to this time of great challenge, we are hosting free Text Gatherings from 10 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Eastern every weekday for the indefinite future.
To join, please visit circleofa.org/textgathering
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